
TERMS AND CONDITIONS – Austrian Riichi Tournaments
These terms and conditions are to inform you about which data we are using in what way if you
register for a tournament run by a member of the Austrian Riichi Association.
If you want to participate in the tournament, you have to accept them when registering.
1. Person responsible and contact information
Name and address:
President of the Austrian Riichi Mahjong Association
Michael Gürtl-Dusleag
Email: vorstand@riichimahjong.at
2. Which data we use and why
When you fill out the registration form, an email with all the information you provide will be
automatically sent to tournament organizer. It is required to provide your full Real name,
your email address and the country you are going to represent. If you want your results to count
towards the EMA (European Mahjong Association) ranking, you will also have to provide your EMA
number.
The data is used only for the organization and process of the tournament and relevant ranking lists,
and will be deleted once the tournament is no longer relevant for ranking lists.
A list of the participants showing the first name, first letter of the last name, country and EMA
number will be published on the registration site. This will be deleted by no later than two weeks
after the tournament is finished.
Your email address will only be used to contact you for tasks regarding the tournament (e.g. lunch
options).
During the tournament, we will take photos of the participants which will be published at the
website www.riichimahjong.at and on the respective media outlets of the club running the tournament. 
If you don’t want your pictures to be published, you can simply write an email to 
vorstand@riichimahjong.at and we’ll not publish pictures with you on them.
We will also use the provided personal data to process the tournament scoring via the pantheon scoring 
system run by the Austrian Riichi Mahjong Association under https://rating.riichimahjong.at.
The scoring information will be kept for technical reasons, but the link on the above link to the 
tournament will not be accessible to the public for longer than 2 weeks.
You can anonymize your data by  doing so on your profile page under https://manage.riichimahjong.at or
write an email to vorstand@riichimahjong.at.

3. Who we share your data with
During the tournament, we will project intermediate results including your name and score onto the
wall. Please note that we cannot take responsibility for what happens with pictures taken of those
projections or yourself by other participants.
Since the tournament is an EMA rated one, the results including your full name, country and EMA
number will be sent to the EMA ranking manager (ranking@mahjong-europe.org), who will publish
the results on their website. If you don’t want your name to show up there, we can anonymize your
result but there is no way it can count towards the ranking then. 
As mentioned before, pictures taken during the tournament will be
published and the above mentioned websites. Names or any other personal information will not be 
published directly along with the pictures on those channels.

https://manage.riichimahjong.at/
https://rating.riichimahjong.at/

